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The allConnected Smart Suite is an IoT development framework that adds a number of customizable 
and interchangeable software pieces designed to solve situations in smart environments.

Architecture + development framework: This reference model allows us to reuse software 
components we had used and tested in previous projects to create integrated and modular smart 
solutions ef�ciently in cost and time to market, and reducing dramatically the software incidences 
and obviously the project risks.
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allWaste: 
Urban waste 
management

allWaste is an integral management solution for the waste collection and public cleaning 
services, based on the use of volumetric sensors, onboard vehicle telematics, and service 
operator’s handheld devices.

Bene�ts:
- Collection of any type of waste materials (glass, paper, organics…).
- Optimization and sustainable collection routes (cost reduction) and pollution decrease 

(CO2emissions reduction).
- Citizenry welfare increase (reduction of acoustic and air pollution, cleaning service quality 

improvement).

Scope: 
SmartCity. Cloud solution for smart waste management based on IoT devices.
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allEyes: 
Human Sensors

allEyes is a citizen collaborative platform that allows to collect data about the urban environment 
reported by the own citizens. It enables the creation of a new communication channel between local 
authorities and inhabitants in order to make their neighbourhood a cleaner, safer and better place 
to live in. 

Bene�ts:
- Report public areas incidences.
- Assign, monitor, solve and manage the detected incidences.
- Have an inventory of the urban assets.
- Collect the information by professional users (Public Maintenance contractor operators), or by private 

citizens, helping to enrich the ‘citizen collaboration’ concept, necessary for the development of the 
Smart City environment.

- Quick response to citizen’s demands.

Scope: 
SmartCity. Cloud platform for urban information collection.
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allParking: 
Smart Parking 
Solution

allParking is an on-street parking monitoring solution based on the use of different vendor’s sensoring 
equipment and vehicle identi�cation devices. 

Bene�ts:
- Improves the operation of restricted parking areas’ enforcement personnel.
- Increases the number of violations detections and the success rate of restriction policies. 
- Reduces searching time for parking spots and increases the rotation of parked vehicles.
- Decreases the pollution and CO2 emissions as a result of reduced traf�c.
- Enables a higher availability of restricted parking spots (disabled, cargo areas).
- Offers a mobile parking payment solution.

Scope: 
SmartCity. Cloud solution for parking area management based on M2M communications.
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Liquitrax

Liquitrax is a smart metering solution for the oil industry that provides an automatic and accurate 
measurement of truck shipment load & discharges as well as a measurement of the oil quality, 
and communicates this data directly to the oil company.

Bene�ts: 
- Accuracy
- Ef�ciency
- Control
- Costs optimization
- Data availability

Scope: 
Smart infrastructure and transportation. Cloud solution for Upstream Product and Operations 
Control & Optimization.  
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